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LIST OF PRINCIPAL SYMBOLS

x,y,z : Cartesian coordinates.

.... 1\ "ax,ay,az : unit vectors in Cartesian coordinatesystem.

r" 'P,z : cylindrical coordinates.

" " "ar,a~ ,az : unit vectors in cylindrical coordinatesystern

R, e , cP : spherical coordinates.

~,ae ,'8.ep : unit vectors in spherical coordinatesystem.
---" --"
E , H : complex time-independent field vectors.

W angular frequency.
---"
Ae electric vector potential.
--'

~ magnetic vector potential

k : free space wave number.

Zo : free space wave iID1Jeda~ce.

In(x) Bessel-function of the first kind and order n.

J~(x} derivate of In(x) with respect to the argument.

ry : efficiency of an antenna.

rysp : spill-over efficiency.
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I INTRODUCTION

Shaped beam antennas can be used
for many applications a.o.
maritime communication satel-
lites and satellites relaying
television.

~VillOTS antenna subsystem, is des-

satellite•

/ I earth
surface

Fig JJ : Are.a coverag~'

A maritime application, the
cribed in /1/ and /2/.
A more general investigation of shaped beam antennas is given
by v.Rebhan in /3/~/4/ and 15/.
A sidelobe envelope for the radiation pattern of a shaped beam
antelLna is given by CCIR in /6/. Such an envelope is necessary
to avoid interference between two adjacent areas (see Fig.1.2).
In this study we have restricted ourselves to beams with a
circular cross-section. The reason for this restriction was
mainly simplicity, but once one has created beams with a cir
cular cross-section, it should also be possible to create beams
with for instance elliptical cross-section.
The two following effects have been neglected:
(i) the distance between the satellite and the earth surface

is a function of the angle e (differential space attenu
ation) ,

(ii) the atmosphere gives an extra loss, which is also a func
tion of e ( atmospheric loss-function)'~

o
Both effects however, only become important for Bw~ 6 , which
means that this assumption is acceptable for small values of the
angle ew. The problem of area-coverage, where both effects
cannot be neglected anymore, is discussed by v.Rebhan in /5/.

par.1.1: PurPose of the study:
The purpose of this study was to develop an antenna

with a shaped beam, which could be used for area-coverage
(see Fig.1.1). These antennas will be placed on geostationary

satellites and the general
idea is that there are a num
ber of identical receivers on
the earth, which should all re
ceive as much power as possible.
This leads to the demand for a
uniformly spread power within
a certain area.
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It is possible to use antenna-arrays , but because of the fact
that shaped beam antennas will be used on satellites this does
not seem to be a good solution.Disadvantages of arrays are
a.o.their large mass and complexity.

------------------
par.1.2: Criteria for shaped beams:

The power transmission between two antennas is des
cribed by: 2

it
P =(41rR)2""" GrCBJ< GtCB) Pt (1.1)

where: (i) Gr ( B) is the gainfunction of the receiving antenna,

(ii) Gt(e) is the gainfunction of the transmitting
antenna,
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(iii) Pt is the total input power of the transmitting anten

na.
This equation indicates that the power~ received on the earth,
is depending on the gainfunction of the satellite antenna.
Therefore the ideal pat~ernshape for these antennas is a uni
form one within the cone 2 ew' as sketched in Fig.1.3a.
The absolute value of the gainfunction, or shortly the gain G,
depends in this case on the width 8w.ThiS gain as a function
of Bw can easily be found, by using the definition of the
gainfunction which is:

-1 I'" 12 2GC' B) = 4 1ft Z'O E(e ) R
Pt

We find:

(1.2)

G = 10 10log 1- ~os e;. dB (1.3)

The result is shown in Fig.1.3b and shows that an increasing
ew gives a decreasing G , as can be expected.
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In the following we will assume a linearly polarised aperture
field, say in the y-direction, which is also rotationalsymme
tric.The r-dependence of the amplitude will be given by a func
tion f(r). The radiation field is then found, by using the

equation/12/ :

E == -~~ exp (-jkR)

where: u = k sin e.
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The ideal pattern, can be achieved by using an aperturefield
with f(r)= J 1(r)/r and an infinite large aperture,. as follows

from the integral /20/ :
c;a {O if b>a ,
J J 1(ar} dO(br) dr = 1/(2b) if b=a ,

r=O 1/b if b <a

Because an infinite large aperture cannot be realized in prac
tice, we can only approximate the ideal pattern.
The criterion we used to test the approximation to the ideal
pattern was as follows:
The maximum variation of G( e) for 0 ~e , ew was restricted to
3 dB;demanding a uniform gainfunction would give too many dif
fi.cul ties. Assuming that all receivers are identical, we find
that the minimum value of the gainfunction, Groin ' in this area is
very important and should be as large as possible.We also know
that Gmin reaches his maximum value if the patternshape is i
deal.
Hence: the value of Gmin ' compared to G( ew) as sketched in

Fig. 1.3b, is a very suitable criterion.
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A possible way to approximate the ideal pattern is the following:
assume an aperture field with f(r')=J 1(cr')/(cr') where c is
a constant and r'=r/a with a being the radius of the aperture.
The aperturedimensions of course are limited.Two examples are

shown in Fig. 1.4.
For some values of ew we have computed Gmin,as defined before,
for the radiation fields a.ssociated with both the aperture fields.
We have also computed the gain on the axis Go' D/A where D=2a
and the efficiency Tl, which is defined by:

11 = Gmax (7(An)2 100" (1.6)

where G is the maximum of the gainfunction. The results are
max

all shown in Table 1.
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£Lg~ . Exp-lanation of definitions

To prove that conventional radiation fields are not suited"
for this purpose, we have performed the same calculations
for some conventional aperture fields.Those results are also
given in Table 1.
We find that the radiation fields, associated with fer')=
J 1 (6r')/(6r'), gives a value of G. which is about 2 dB hi-

m~n

gher than the value of Gmin for the conventional radiation
fields. An aperture field f(r')=J 1(S.S r')/(S.S r'} also gives
rise to a high value of G . , but not as high as a function

lIIJ.n
fC'r' )=J1 (6r' )/(6r').
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G . (dB)
,

27 27.66 27.55 28.910 IDln=2.9 -- ._--- ---- ._.
w D/A 10 12.45 17.88 30_. _-·_0-r--
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- ~

.._-~- 0 ---- -_.. --:-t---
I
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.._-_.~- f----.---- ---- -
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=4.1 mln _._-------- -

w D/A 7 8.87 12.60 21.50 ..l_. -------
r--17~4-5- I.Tl (~'o) 100 75 36

. _.
--r- - _._. --

Go (dB) 22.35 23 22.80 23.68
f---=--- -- -------- .. ,--_.

0 Gmin(dB) 19.35 20 19.80 21.37 !e =7 ~ f---.----- -_. - .----..--- ·-----t·~w D/A 4.10 5.20 7.40 12.50 !
-_.- ~--_._.- -_ .. .- .. ~.._-

Tl (%) 100 75 36 17.70
--

B

B

Fe:

I

I B

I

r
I

IL _

TABLE

This increasing value of Gmin can easily be understood if we

compare the respective radiation patterns(see Fig. 1.4b and
1 .6) •

We find that the slope of the main-lobe of the radiation patte~

associated with f(r')=J1(6r'J/(6r" , is steeper and the appro~

ximation to the ideal pattern is better.If we compare G. in
mJ.n

this case with the gmn of the ideal pattern we find that the
difference is only 2 dB.An example:

o
(i) Eq. (1.3) gives for e w=4.1 : G = 28.9 dB ,

(ii) from Table 1 we find Gmin=26.68 dB (and therefore also
Gmax= 29.68 dB).
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If we compare the characteristics of the radiation fields, as
given in Table 1 , once more we find a second conclusion, which
can be stated as follows:
together with an increase of Gmin , we find an increasing aper
turediameter and a decreasing efficiency.
However:
(i) the efficiency~ is a criterion which can only be applied

for pencil-beam antennas, or in point-to-point communi
cations,

(ii) as the use of higher frequencies is to be expected, the
large aperturedimensions will not give too many diff~

culties.

Radiation patterns.,as sketched in Fig. 1.4b , can also be achie
ved by use of aperture fields with a phasereversal. By an appro
priate choice of the edge-illumination we then find the desi
red pattern.

The general conclusion of this paragraph therefore is:
the ideal pattern cam be approximated in a reasonable way by
use of an aperture field vdth a phasereversal.The only disad
vantage of this solution 1s an increasing aperturediameter.

It should be noted that:

(i) the aperture fields f(r' }=J1(6r')/(6r') and J 1(5.5 r')/

(5.5 r') have only been used to illustrate the increase

of Gmin .In practice we will use aperture fields__wii.b_~~ ~
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(ii) the sidelobelevels have not been considered in this para
graph. Such an investigation is only usefull after a prac
tical realization of a shaped beam antenna,

(iii) no investigation is done to answer.the question whether
or not this approximation is the best possible one; it
is a good approximation, and what is more important: it
can be realized in practice, as will be shown in the next
paragraph.

par.1.3: Ways to create aperturefields with a phasereversal:
Because of the large aperturedimensions a logical choi

ce for the antennaconfiguration seems to be a reflector-antenna,
where the reflector is a paraboloid of revolution.
One possible solution is to use a modified or stepped reflector
(see Fig.1.7), but this gives poor results.The 1UffiOTS antenna
subsystem is an example with a modified reflector surface.
Another solution is the use of a feed with a modified pattern.

a S teQ.R eel re flee tor

-'~F

JL Modified feed Ra ttern

£.Lg-----l.1 : Two possi bl~ sol u tioris

One possible choice for a feed with a modified pattern is a
corrugated coaxial waveguide-radiator.A theoretical investiga
tion of a reflector-antenna with such a feed is given by
v.d.Berg,Jeuken en Vokurka in /7/.
Another waveguide-radiator with the desired pattern, is descri
bed by T.B.Vu and Q.H.Vu in /8/, when they give some experimen
tal results concerning a corrugated waveguide in which two hy
brid modes, i.e. the HE11- and HE12-mode, have been generated.
The radiation patterns prove to be depending on the phase-diffe-
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rence between the field-components of the two modes in the

zperture of the waveguide, see Fig. ".8 which is copied from

/8/.
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b phased iff. 180°

The radiation pattern "a" is used for a radiotelescope with
a high efficiency.
Pattern "b" is the desired modified pattern, where the level of
the first sidelobe is depending on the ratio between the two
hybrid modes.
The dual-mode corrugated waveguide radiator seems to be a good
choice, because of two reasens i.e.:
(i) it offers simple constraction for both the reflector as

well as the fee.,
(ii) a reflector-antenna with this feed has got two parameters,
the edge-illumination and the ratio between the two hybrid modes,
with which the radiation performance can be optimised.

A disadvantage is that the bandwidth will be limited, because
of the fact that the radiation pattern of the feed depends on
the phase difference in the aperture.However,in most applica
tions a large bandwidth will not be required.

Therefore we will give a theoretical and experimental investi
gation of a reflector-antenna with a dual-mode corrugated feed
in this report.

We start with the general theory of the dual-mode feed and re
flector-antennas (C:hapter 2 and 3). Both chapters are intended
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to: prove that a reflector antenna with a dual-mode c~rruga~ed

feed does have a shaped secondary radiation pattern ; the theory
will always be verified by means of experiments.
A discussion of the suitablity for area-coverage will be given
in Chapter 4, which also: contains an investigation of the opti
mum choice o·f parameters. Chapter 4 ends with conclusions and
some advices for future work, because one of the conclusions
is that a further investigation will be very usefull.

-----------------------
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II: THE DUAL-MODE FEED

par.2.1: Introduction
As mentioned before, the subject of this chapter will

be the feed o:f the reflector-antenna~

Therefore the chapter starts with the theory of hybrid modes
in a corrugated waveguide, followed by the calculation of the
radiationfields of an open corrugated waveguide.
The chapter ends with a theoretical investigation of mode
conversion in a cylindrical waveguide and Some experimen"tal;
results. _

par. 2. 2: Hybrid modes in a cllindrical oorrc.gated waYegu1de

par.. 2.2.1: The balanced-h;rbrid:cond:Ltions
As we. are dealing wi th a cylindrical waveguide it

is advantageous to consider cylindrical co:ordinates(see F'ig.--- .......2.1).The field vectors E and H will be written in this COOT-

di~~e::~:e:,E;~~ c:m~:~:nl (2.1)
If = Hrar + Htp &tp + Kzaz J

It has been proved (a.o. by Jeuken in /9/) that under certain

z

x

~----r--------- y
I

I
I

'...I

Fig 2.1 . The cylindrical coordinate.s- --'-- • ----'_L-__....:....=:...:..---=--=-:...=.:..:..::=~=-

conditions, concerning the dimensions of the groove., a corru
gated waveguide may be considered as a waveguide wi th the
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boundary conditions:
Eep = 0 and ZOHcp = o.

These conditions are called

(2.2)

the balanced hybrid conditiona.

a In redl ity .Q Symbolic

fun: A corrugated waveguide

In this paragraph we will introduce the hybrid modes in a way
similar to the way in which the TE- and TM-modes are introdu
ced in /10/.
This means that we will look for fields which:
~ satisfy Maxwell's equations,
£ satisfy the boundary conditions (2.2),
£. have a z-dependence of the form exp(-j (J z), where (J is real.

The last condition implies that the field as a function of
time will be a non-evanescent wave, travelling in the positi
ve z-direction.

It will be found that the solution can be written as the sum
of a TE- and a TM-field, travelling with the same phase-velo
ci ty'~

par.2.2.2: Hybrid fields
We assume a magnetic and an electric vector poten-

tial given by:

~e = J1.o A2 In(kcr) sin(ncp) erp(-l z) ~AZ}
_ (2.3)
Am =-£6 A1 In(kcr) cos(ncp) erp(-l z) az

where: (i) n=0,1,2, ••• '~

(ii) A1 and A2 in general are complex

(iii) k~ = k2 -+1 2 with k=Vw 2€J.L.'
Both these vector potentials satisfy the Helmholtz-equation:
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9 2 A + k 2 A = 0e,m e,m
By substitution of (2.3) in:

...... 1 -' 1 -a}E = .W~ (\7:x: \7x Ae) - -c;:- \7x A
J ~o ~o m

......R·· =.-1- \7x A + 1 (\7xV'x A )
. ~o e j W £oJ.Lo e

we find the field-components of the hybrid
E =E eu) sin(n<p) exp(-lz)r r
Eep = E'P (u) cos(n<p} exp(-l z)

Ez = EzCu) sin(n~) exp(-l z)

H = IT (u) c06(n~) exp(-l z)r r
Hlp = Ii!p (u) sin(nlp) exp(-l z)

Hz = Hz (u) cos (n ~) exp (- 1 z)

where:

(2.4)

fields.They are:

(2.6)

(2.8)

(2.11a)

(i) u::: k rc
- n 1(ii} Er(u) ::: - r A1J n (u) - jW£o kcA2J~(u)

Ecp (u)= - A1k c J~ (u) - 33£0 A2 i I n (u)

-- k
2

Ez(u) = jweC
o
- A2 I n (u)

-.; i [L . n ]Hr(u) ::: Zo jk kcA1cT~(U) + ZOA2 r In(u)

,..", 1 [L n ~H<p (u)::: Zo - jk A1 r 'dn (u) - ZOA2kc J~ (u)J

-.; k 2
Hz (U}i ::: Jwt~A1 I n (u)

The prime in J~(X) means di:fferentiating with respect to the
argument.
The equations (2.6)-(2.8} define a field which satisfies the
conditions ~ and Q given in par. 2.2.1. Substitution of these
equations in (2.2) leads to the characteristic equation:

[.rn_1 (kca) - n ~:?,ca)r - ~ n J~~ca)r= 0 (2.9)

where 1::: j(3 , and a is the radius of the waveguide. (2.10)
The characteristic equation can be separated to give two in
dependent sets of solutions:

~ I n_
1

(kca) + cfi -1) n In(kca) = 0
kca
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(ii)
(iii)
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This also implies that A1= ZOA2 " (2.11b)

The real solutionsp of (2.11a) define a set of propagating
non-evanescent waves , which are known as HEn-modes.

J (k a)' - en +1) nJn(kc~ = 0
n-1 c K k a

c
This implies that A1=- ZOA2 " (2.12b)

The real solutions p of (2.12a) define a set of waves, which
are kllOwn. as EH -modes.

n

We will first consider the solutions of the characteristic
equation.

par~2.2.3: Solutions of the characteristic equation

To consider its solution, we return to the combined
form of the characteristic equation, given by (2.9).We can wri
te (2.9) in another form by substitution of:

k~ = k 2_p 2

and (2.13)
.r~(x) = I

n
_

1
(x) _ n In(x)

x

We the
1
n find: 2. 2

[[ :~ - 1] [ n~:>~-] + [kcad~(kca>] = 0
As denoted by Cooper in /11/, inspection of this equation re
veals that:
(i) for imaginary k c (1 = j p , P>k), slow-wave solutions

exist J

for real k c <k (', = jp , P <k), fast-wave solutions exist,
for real k c ) k (, =CX), the characteristic equation be-
comes the sum of two squares and no solutions exist.

It is evident that we are only interested in the solutions of
('2.14) which are mentioned under (i) and (ii).
Furthermore, if we consider (2.14) and take limp-.O we find:

J"' (k a) = 0n c
This means that the cut-off frequencies
modes coincide and are being determined
J' (x).

n

(2.15)

of the HEn- and EH 
n

by the zeros of
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These zeros have been tabulated below.

j~1 j~2 j~3

n = 0 3.832 7.016 10.174
n= 1 1.841 5.331 8.536
n = 2 3.054 6.706 9.970

We can conclude from this that the HE11 - and EH11 - mode have
the lowest cut-off frequency.
The second index dena'tes the order of the zero of the characte
ristic equation, where increasing order means an increasing
value of k .One can easily verify that this index also givesc ......
!he number of zeros of Etp (u) for 0 <r ~ a • The equations for
E~ (u) are the same as the respective characteristic equations,
as will be shown in the next paragrapbi~

Because of the way in which hybrid modes are usually generated,
(see par. 2.2.5) we are only interested in the HE1m- and
EH1m-modes.

Therefore the real solutions of (2.12a) and (2.11a) have been
computed with n = 1. Tb.e resuJ. ts are shown in Fig. 2.3 •
In the next paragraph we will give and discuss the equations
for the r-dependence of the field-components of both types of
hybrid modes.'

slow waves

E.g 2.3 :

(J/k as a function
of ka

6 7 8 9 10
----+ka

5432
o

1 --------------
o/k

r
05

par.2.2.4: The r-dependence of the HE1m- and EH1m-modes

By substitution of (2.10) and (2.11b) resp.(2.12b)
in (2.8) we find the equations for the r-dependence of these
hybrid modes. We will investigate the two types senara+.p1v-
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(2.17)
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.! 1'h~ ~1 m,=~Q.d_e£J_

The equations are:

Er(U) = A kc [~ JO(u) ... (1-~) J1~U)J

Ecp (u) = A k c [ JO(u) - (1 _~) J1~U)']
~ A 2' ,
Ez(U) = - jk kc J 1(u)

..... A [ (J (11) J (u~
Hr(U) = - !O k c ~ JO(u) + 1 - It -1u J

H<p (u) = ~o k c [Jo(u) - (1 - ~)~1 (~~
--... A 2
Hz(u) = jkZ

O
k c J 1(u)

where A = -A1 = - ZO~ in general is complex and (J is a real
solution of (2.11a) with n = 1. The constant A is called "the
ampli tude of the hybrid mode N

•

One can easily verify that this field satisfies the equations:

Er(U) = - Zo Hrr(U) }

E<p (u) = ZOEtp (u)

Furthermore we find from (2.16) that for ka-.oc, or ~ _ 1 ,

the equations satisfy the condition:
Er(U) = icp (u) = A' kc JO(u) (2.18)

This means that the transverse field is linearly polarised
in the y-direction.

"'-

To get some insight in the equations (2.16), both E (u)/A k_ r c
and Etp (u)/A kc have been computed for some values of ka.The
results are shown in Fig.2.4 •

The equations are:

Er(U) = - A kc [~ JO(u) - (1 ... ~) J1~U~

E(f (u) = A kc [Jo(u) - (1 +~) ~1~u~
-- A 2Ez(U) = J"Kkc J1 (u)

Hr(U) = - ~~~ JOCu} - (1 +~) J1~U) J

H<p (u) = - ~o kc [ JO(u) - (1 ... ~).!1~U)]

Hz(u) =~ ~ ~f,(u)

(2.19)
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(2.20)
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where A = A1 = - ZOA2 in general is complex andp is a real
solution of (2.12a) with n = 1.
One can easily that this field satisfies the conditions:

ErCU) = ZoHr(U) }

i cp (u) = - ZOHlfJ (u)

and:

li(J~ 1 Er (1Jl) = - li{J~ 1 Ecp(U) = A kc J 2 (u) (2.21'

For the EH12-mode we have also computed the functions E:r(U)/Akc
and ElfJ (u)/A kc • The results are shown in Fig. 2.4 •
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Fi 9 2.4 The r-dependence of' the fieldcomponents
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We will end this theoretical investigation of hybrid modes in
a cylindrical corrugated waveguide with a short paragraph a
bout the excitation of a corrugated waveguide

par.2.2.5 Excitation of a corrugated wavegy,ide

Hybrid modes are usually generated, starting from
a TEn-mode, in a way as sketched in Y'ig. 2.5 •
Because of this fact, o:r:l1.;r the HE1m- and EH1m-modes (which have
the same ~-dependence) are of interest to us •

.__-= .__._. ~T.E11. _. _. _. . _. _. _. ro

£i.g 2.5· The excitation of a corrugated waveguide

Suppose we want to generate the HE11 - and the HE12-mode.
From fig.2.3 we then find that the radius a of the corrugated
section has to be chosen in such a way that 5.33 <ka <8.53 •
I f we chose ka <5.33 , the HE12-mode will not be able to pro
pagate, and ka) 8.53 will aJ.so give rise to a HE

13
-mode. From

fig. 2.3 we however find that the EH12-mode is also able to
propagate if 5.33<ka<8.53 • However th.e,amplitude of theEH12-

mode will be veIY small as shown ~n par. 2.4.1
In the next paragraph we will derive the equations for the ra
diation fields of an open corrugated waveguide

----------
par.2.3 Radiation fields of hybrid modes

par.2.3.1: Calculation of radiation fields through the aper
ture method

The radiation field of an open waveguj1e can be
calculated, by using the Lorentz-Larmor theorem /12/ , which

reads:
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i(R) = V'xf [~ X i(R,)J G(R,;') dS +

SA •

j w1eo V:x: Vx J[;. x 'H(ii.)] G(R,R') <is

SA

and: (2.22)
H(R) = Vxf [~ X H(Rt)] G(R,Rt) dS

SA

jW~o \7x\7xf[n x E(R')] (}(R.R·) ciS

SA
.-

where: (i) R is the vector from the origin towards the field
point

(ii) ~ is the vector from the origin towards the sur
face element dS

(iii) G(R H') __1 e~J -=~ li - i'l)
, -4X IR-R'I

The far field approximation gives:

"B(li) ~ 4j~ llJ1~-jkR) ~ xJKn x lici'») - ~x(i x ZOH(R') ~
SA A ~

exp(+jk(~.R') dS
and

-.l ~ ".. ~ -.).

ZOH{R) =~ x E(R)

where R =IRland ~ =R flRI is the unit vector from the origin
towards the field point.
These formulas are only valid for points outside the volume with

boundary SA.
If we assume the outside of the waveguide to be perfectly con
ducting and no currents on the outside of the waveguide we can
reduce the surface SA to the aperture of the waveguide.
Furthermore , if we assume the aperture field to be the same
as would exist in that place if the waveguide was not truncated,
we are able to calculate the radiation field of an open wave
guide.
However, we are dealing with a circular aperture, hence equation
(2.23) can be simplified.
Assume the aperture field to be given in cylindrical coordina
tes, with components:

- A A., A 1E = E a + E Ea ar r acp alp + az8 z I
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Ha = HarB.r + H8.Ip B.l(! + Hazll.z ~ (2.24)

The index a denotes the aperture fields. The radiation field
will be expressed in spherical coordinates (R, e ~ cP) with

components: }
~ A A ~

E =~~ + Ee &e + Eepa<J> (2.25)

H = f1l~ + He Soe + Hepaq>
z

x

~--l-----I-----Y

Fig 2.6: The sRherical coordinates

A.

ZoIr = ~ x E

By substitution of the formulas from par.2.2 in (2.26) we are
able to calculate the radiation fields of hybrid modes. This
calculation is lengthy, but straightforward; an example is given
in appendix A where E4' is calculated for a HE1m-mode.
We will restrict ourselves to the equations for the radiation
fields of both types of hybrid modes and the most important
properties of these fields
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par.2.3.2: Radiation fields of the HE 1m-modes

The equations for the fields are:

~ = 0

Eep = A j~~ exp(-jkR) fCe) cos¢

Be= A j~~ exp(-jkR) fCe) sinlP

in which:

fCl3 ) = (1 + ~ cosB )~1 (kg~)J1 (v) +
T

(j1 + cose) J ,(kca)J, (v) - kva J 1(v)Ji (kca)
k c (2.28)

1-(-k:a:) 2
where v = ka. sin e
One can verify that lime~ 0 fC e ) = (1 + ~)J1(kca)

Other properties of this radiation field are:
fa) ilk is linearly polarised everywhere
(b) forB= 0 we find that E only has any-component:the

cipal polarisation of the field is in the y-direction.
(c) the amplitude ofE is independent ofQ).
(d) the copolar field is given by Ecop= j~ expC-jkR) A f( e )
(e) the cross-polar field is zero everywhere.

We have used the third definition of crosspolarisation gtven
by Ludvdg in /13/. The reason for this choice is explained
in Appendix B.

par.2.3.3: Radiation fields of the EH
1m

-modes

The equations for the fields are:

~ = 0
okEep= A J 2~ exp(-jkR) g( e) cosq,

Ee= - A j~; exp(-jkR) g(e) sinep

in which:

gee) = (1 +~ cose)~1Qca)J1(v) 
v

(~ + cos e) J 1(kca)J1(v) - k:a J 1(V)Ji (kca)

1-tk~at
(2.30)
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wi th v = ka sine .
From equation (2.29) we find limB~og(e) = f), which means that
the radiation field of the EH1m-modes is zero on the axis.
More properties of the fields are:
(a} it is linearly polarised everywhere.
(b) the amplitude of E is independent of4).
(c) the copolar field is given bY':Ecop=A j~ exp(-jkR)'gCB)cos2ep·

Cd) the crosspolar field is:Ecrossp=A j~~ exp(-jkR}g(B }sin2rp.

The last property, which means that the crosspolar field is
zero in the two principal planes, makes the EH12-mode unwanted
to us.We want a crosspolarisation 1evel,which is as low as pos
sible.in order to allow frequency-reuse through orthogonal
polarisations~

par.2.3.4: Combining a HE1-1- and a HE12-mode

For ka = 7.9482 (this value of ka was used in the
experimental part of this study), the functions f( e) have been
computed for the HE11 - and HE12-mode. The results are shown in

F'ig. 2.7 •

Fig 2.7 . The function f for ka=7.948

-1
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From F'ig. 2.7 one can veri fy the following:
a corrugated waveguide in which a HE11 - and a HE12-mode have
been generated gives a radiation field with a maXimum on the
axis, a phase reversal and no crosspolarisation.The only condi
tion is that the phase-difference between the two modes in the
aperture of the waveguide is 180°, which is possible because the
two modes have got a different phase-velocity.
In this case the radiation field of the open waveguide is:

F1{= ~

E<p = A j~~ exp(-jkR) ([f( e ~11 -ex [fCB ~11) cosep (2.31)

Ee = A j~~ exp(-jkR) ((f( e ~ - C{ [f( e ~ ) sin(jJ
11 11

where(.'( is the ratio between the amplitudes of the HE11 - and
HE 12-mode.It should be noted that there is not a simple relation
between the ~plitude of a hybrid mode and the power it is trans
porting.
As an example, some radiationpatterns are given inF'ig. 2.8, whe
re also ka= 7.948.

o
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In the next paragraph we will give a theoretical investigation
of mode-conversion in a cylindrical waveguide.

par. 2.4: MOde-conversion in a cylindrical waveguide:

Mode-conversion in a cylindrical waveguide is the sub
ject of many articles. The only difference between them is their
notation; the solutions are all based on the orthogonality of
modes in a waveguide.
An exact solution to a waveguide discontinuity problem cannot
be found; therefore all "!solutions" are only approximations
and should be considered as first-order estimations.
A good article on this subject is /14/ by Cole, Nagelberg and
Nagel. They describe an iterative solution of waveguide discon
tinUity problems, and derive a .uniqueness theorem, with which
the accuracy of the solution can be tested.
Our solution of waveguide discontinuity problems differs
slightl~ from the solution given in /14/.

par. 2.4.1: First order solution of waTe~de discontinuity_
_problems:

The subj ect o,f this paragraph is the problem of two
waveguides, connected together at the plane z=O.Their cross
sections may be choosen arbitrary,but for the sake of simplici
ty~ we assumed both cross-sections to be' circular.Both wave
guides may be corrugated; Al-hakkak proves in /15/ that the
orthogonality relationship is also valid for modes in a corru
gated waveguide.
The region on the left at the discontinuity is called the
-region, while the region an the right is the +region.
We now assume an incident wave from the smaller waveguide im
pinging on the discontinuity (see Fig. 2.9).
As a result of this incident wave, an infinite number of modes
will be excited in each waveguide, some of which carry real
power away from the junction, while the others are evanescent
and contribute only to the electromagnetic field in the vici
nity of the discontinuity~This infinite number of modes makes
an exact solution impossible.
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Inc ident
wave

_._0_". _.

I
I
I

- 2 2=0

Fig-k9..: Two circular waveguides connected
1Qgether_ at z= 0

In the solution we only have to consider the transverse field
components, denoted by an index ~. The field in the +region is
wrt tten as the sum of an infinite number of modes:

, which is assumed

-+
, hi)'

[z=O; b'( r <a]
to satisfy :

.....,.,. y --..... of-
Ht = 1:=1 Ti hi exp(-r i z)

where Re( lr) >e •
To calcula1te the transDrlssioncoe:fficient T1 we now consider the
integral:

J (E~" "it>. a", cIS = l ~1. L:ret "Ii;>. a. cIS
S+ ' S+

where S+ = [z=O; 0 ~'Jf ~ ~~'

Because of the orthogonality relationship we now find:

J (i+ x h+)I!~' a dB =! J (~+1 X h
1
+). a

z
ciS =

S t i z i S
+ +

....+Ti (e1
We also know that on the area
to be smooth, the fieJ~s have

,,-+ .II.. ~+

(n x Et ) = (&z x E~) = 0

Substitution of (2.34) in (2.33) leads to:
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I (E~ x lir). az dS = Ti (ar ' "ht) (2.35)
s

where S = [z=O; 0 ~ r ,~ •

On the other hand we know that the field-components tangent
to the interface have to be continuous. This leads to:

J
-'+ ~+ A J -'- -+ '"

S (Et x hil. az dS = S (Et J; hi)· az dS. (2.36)

-
then find:

(2.37)

.....
The only unknown futor in this equaiiion is E't •
Experimentally has been found that the power reflection is
less than - 20 dB. A logical assumption therefore is: assume
the discontinuity ~o be perfectly matched.The field in the
-region is then the field of the incident wave, and is known
to us.Henc~ we are able to calculate Ti~

We will now give an example in order to explain our solution.
The example concerns the junction between a smooth and a corru
gated waveguide as sketched in Fig. 2.10(see also par. 2.2.5).

mm

---r- .- ._. -
---- TEll

I
I

2;0
Eig 2.HL: A smooth waveguide connected to

a c Orr ugated

For the field in the -region we find:

E~ = B f' (k~2:2.. sintp "r + k~J; (k~ r)costp atp J exp(-j(fz)
(2.38)
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computed the transmissioncoef
a = 16.5 mm ,
b=5mm,
the frequency is 23 Ghz.

alp] exp(-j(Jj+:Z;).
(2.39)

where the functions Hr and Hlp are given by (2.16) resp. (2.19).
Substitution of these two equations in (2.37) and integration

over the angle lp leads to:

T
i

(ar • "h! ) = 7r B J tJ1 (~r) Hlp (k~1r) - k~ Jl (k~r)Hr(k~ir)
r dr • (2.40)

We also found in par. 2.2:
~~ = [Er(k~ir)Sinlp ar + Elp (k~ir}coslp ~] exp(-j(J +:z;)

and hence:
a [- -- + -- + --- + Jcer ' irJ = 1f J Er(k~ir)Htp (kcir)- E tp (kcir)Hr(kcir)J r dr.

r=o (2.41)

By substitution of (2.16) resp. (2.18) in (2.40) and (2.41)
we are able to compute the transmissioncaefficients for the
HE11- (T1), HE12- (TZ) and EH12-mode (T3).

The amplitude-ratio a can easily be found as a = T2/T1• We also
define a second amplitude-ratio <5 (foll' the EJJ12-mode), which
is defined by 0 = T3/T1•
With the fgregoing theory we have
ficients for a junction with: (i)

(ii)
(iii)

where k~ =Vk2 _p2' is a solution of J1(k~ b)=O and B in general

is compJ.ex.
For the hybrid modes we found in par. 2.2:

h: = [i (k+. r) cos lp -r + HII> (k~i r) sin <p
~ r c~ .."

The result was: & a. = 0.79
]! l5 = - 0.01 •

We find that the amplitude-ratio l5 is very small.
An explanation for this small value can be found by an investi
gation of a waveguide discontinuity, where the transverse com
ponents of the incident wave are linearly polarised in one di
rection.This condition is allmost satisfied by the TE11 -mode.

Assume the transverse components of the incident wave to be li
nearly polarised in the y-direction. This implies that:

Et = h('r) ( cosq; ~r + sinrp alp ) ex:p(-j(J -z) (2.42)

where her) is an arbitrary function of r.
We then find:

Ti Car ' h~) =1f lh(r>[Hq; (k~ir) - Hr(k~ir)l r dr • (2.43)
r:::O
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If ka»1 we find from (2.20) and (2.21) that for the EH12-mode:

""'- + .. "- + A + +
H<p (kCir) = Hr(kcir) = - Zo k ei J"2(kcir) • (2.44)

Substitution of (2.44J in (2.43) leads to the result:

T3= 0 •
However in practice ka alway~ has to satisfy ka <8.53 (see
par. 2.2.5), which means that equation ('2.44) is not completely

satisfied, as can be found from Fig. 2.4 • Therefore we found

an amplitude-ratio' <5 which was not zero, but very small.

In the next paragraph we will give some experimental results

concerning tne radiation fields of the dual-mode feed~

----------

par. 2.5: E~erimental results:

In our measurements we used ,fo1l1T different feeds,

all consisting of a smooth waveg)Jli.de with a. radius b of 5 rom

and a corrugated wavegtdde with a variable length L and a ra.

dius a of 16.5 mm.
The dimensions of the grooves were such that (as was experimen
tally found) the balanced hybrid condi tiona were satisfied at

a frequency of 23 Ghz.
The only difference between the feeds was the junction between
the smooth and corruga~ed section. These junctions are sketched
in Fig. 2.11.

The motivation underlying the feeds A. 128, A 129 and A 130 was
the following:

the"junctions"of these feeds may be separated in two junctions

(i) a junction b:etween a smooth waveguide and a scalar feed,

(ii) a junction between a scalar feed and a corrugated waveguide.

In the feed A 128 we are assuming a scalar feed with a flare
o

angle of 90 • It has been proved by Jansen, Jeuken and Lambrecht

se in /16/ that in a scalar feed the fiel.d lines on a spherical
surface are parallel..We therefore hoped to find a small ampli
tUde-ratio 6 •

We have assumed that the phase-difference between the HE
11



and HE12-mode at the junction with the corrugated waveguide

('z=O; see Fig. 2.11) is zero. TheoreticallT this assumption
is only correct for the feed A 128-S'!~'

However with this assumption it is easy to determine the length
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Fig 2.11' June t ions be tween smo...Q1b and
cOLU.lga ted sec t ion

L of the corrugated waveguide which gives a phase-difference
of 180 0 between the two modes in the aperture.We then find:

L = k "'0/' 2 ((11 - (12) (2.46)

where AO is the wavelength in vacuum, the index 1 denotes the
HE11-mode and the index 2 denotes the HE12-mode. With (2.46)
and ka=7.948 we found L=28.565 mm. In the measurements we used
a value of t which was 28.55 mm.

We have aJ.so measured the patterns in the case where the phase
difference between the two modes in the aperture was zero:
shortly noted as "in phase" (the other patterns were noted as

"out phase"). The reason for these measurements was twofold:
~ the amplitude-ratio a was experimentally determined for some

feeds.To verify this Ct we also 'USed the patterns "in phase".
b' assuming that the balanced hybrid conditions are satisfied,
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we find from par. 2.3.2 and 2.3.3 that the crosspolarisation
in the 45 0 -plane is:

Ecrosspol = A j~~ exp(-jkR) gCe) (2.47)

This means that the amplitude of the EH12-mode can be experi
mentally" determined by a measurement of the crosspolarisation
in the 45 0 -plane, provided that the balanced hybrid condi
tions are exactly satisfied; However~ even if these conditions
are not satisfied we may get some insight in the amplitude
of the EH12~mode, by a comparison of the crosspolarisation
levels.
Crosspo~arisationmeasurements are always influenced negati
vely by leaks in waveguide-connectors and cables. Therefore
a low level of the copolar field is to be preferred.
We know that the level of the copolar field in the case "in
phase" will be lower than in the case "out phase". This can
be verifi ed as follows:
the equations for the radiation field in the case "in phase"
can be found by changing the -sign in (2.31) into a +sign.
By using this equation and Fig. 2.7 we then find the desired
result.
This means that crosspolarisation measurements can best be
done in the case "in phase"

The measurements were all done at a frequency of 23 Ghz. The
results are shown in Fig. 2.12, 2.13, 2.14 and 2.15. The patterns
~ and b are the patterns "out phase", while the patterns .£ and
d are the patterns "in phase".
From these measured patterns one can easily verify the conclusion
that the amplitude-ratio <5 has got the lowest value for the'
feed A 130.
It should be noted that the difference between the two copolar
patterns ("in phase" and "out phaseltJ was about 8' dB. A cross
polarisation level of -20 dB in the case "in phase" therefore
means that the crosspolarisation leve~ in the case "out phase"
will be about -28 dB~

I f the amplitude-ratio <5 is small one can ,experiment8.lly deter
mine the amplitude-ratio:, CI. _as follows:

assume the amplitude of the EH,2-mode to be zero. The radiation
field is then given by equation (2.31). The angle e at which

z
the radiation field is zero, is then found to satisfy the

equation: [fCe z~ 11 = CI. [tee z}J 12 (2.48)
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I f we know the angle ez we are therefore able to determine Ci •

This angle can be found from the radiation pattern.

We have determine" CI. for the feeds A 129 and A 130 in this way.
This experimental determination was possible in spite of the
fact that, as shown in Fig. 2.14a and 2.15a, the radiation fields
do not have a zero. However choosing the angle, at which the dip

between the minlobe and the first sidelobe appears, as e z
proved to give a good approximation. After this experimental
determination, we have used the value ofa to compute the
radiation patterns. From Fig. 2.14 and 2.15 one finds that there
is a good agreement between the measured and computed patterns.
The conclusion is therefore that these experimentally- found va
lues of CI. are qUite exactly.

With the theory, developed in par. 2.4.1, we have computed the
ampli tude-ratio t s Ci. and 0 for the feed A 128-8 at a frequency
of 23 Ghz. We found Ci. = 0.79 and 0 = -0.01 (this result was also
mentioned in par. 2.4.1).These values proved to be correct, as
follows from a comparison between the measured and computed
patterns (see Fig. 2.16). In the calculation of the radiation
pattern we have assumed the phase-velocity of the EH12-mode
to be equal to the phase-velocity of the HE12-mode. In reality
they are: (i) for the HE12-mOde :(J/k = 0.7256,

(ii) for the EH12-mode : (J /k = 0.7581 •
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Another remarkable thing in the measured patterns in the case
"out phase" is that the radiation patterns do not have a zero,
and that the discontinuity in the phase patterns is not 1800

but less. The reason for this is twofold:
(i; the amplitude of the Eli12-mode is not zero,
(ii) the phase-difference between the HE11 - and HE12-mode at

z=O (see Fig. 2.11) is not zero, as assmnp.o before.
To illustrate the last reason we have computed the radiation
and phase patten1s of the feed A 130 for some values of the phase
d:!. fference in the aperture. The results are shovm in Fig. 2. 17.
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In the calculations of the secondary radiation patterns in the
next chapter we have however always used equation (2.31), which
means that we assumed:
(i) the amplitude of the EH12-mode is zero,
(ii) the phase-difference between the HE11 - and HE12-mode in

the aperture is 180°.

In spite of these assumptions the agreement between the computed
and measured patterns was always good.

We have also measured the patterns of the feeds A 129 and A 130

with L=28.55 mm at other frequencies, in order to get some in-

sight in the bandwidth which could be expected. The patterns, _
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which are not shown here, indicated that the feed A 129 had a
bandwidth of about 2 Ghz. (22-24 Ghz), whereas the bandwidth of
the A 130 was only 0.7 Ghz(22.8-23.5 Ghz).
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Finally we have measured the power reflection of the four feeds
(see Fig. 2.18).The strange curve of the feed A 128-3 is proba
bly caused by the way in which this junction was constructed
(we simply glued a little disk on the grooves of the junction
of A 128). The pat~erns all sh~w a power reflection below
- 20 dB.
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If we compare the four feeds, we find that the feed A 130 is the
best of the four. The only disadvantage is the banuvndth, but
a bandwidth of 0.7 Ghz. or 3 " will proba'bly be enough.
The reason for the choice of the feed A 130, which will be used
in the experiments in the next chapter, was its low crosspola
risation l.evel, but also, its low value of Ci.. This last reason
will be explained in the next chapter~

pal:'. 2.6: Summa~

It has been proved that a dual-mode corrugated wave
guide-radiator has a modified radiation pattern, provided that
the phase-difference between the HE11 - and HE12-mode in the
aperture of the waveguide is 1800

•

The radiation field is then given by (2.31) or:

~ ::: 0

E = exp~-jkR)F( B) cos cP
ep 2R

EB::: e~~RjkR) F( e) sincJ;

where F(B)'::: A jka ([fCe)J 11 -Ci.~(e~ 12 ).

A simple first-order solution to waveguide discontinuities has
been presented and experimentally verified.
Furthermore a feed with a low crosspolarisation level, which
means a small amplitude of the EH12-mode, has been experimen
tally found.

-------------........-------_....._...._---.
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III : REFLECTOR ANTEl~AS

par. 3.1: Introduction

This chapter deals with the theory of reflector an
tennas and can be sepa.rated into two parts i.e.:
(i) symmetrical fed reflector antennas,
(ii) offset reflector antennas.
The reflector will always be a paraboloid of revolution or a
part of it.In the second part the theory mIl be experimental
ly verified. In these experiments we used a paraboloid with a
focal length f of 152.5 mm.If only a part of the reflector was
needed, the rest was covered with absorbing material. The feed
was always the A 130, as described in the foregoing chapter.
Because the theory of reflector antennas is frequently descri
bed and used, we will restrict ourselves to the most important
assumptions and results.

--------

par. 3.2: ..s:v.mmetrlcaJ. fed reflector antennas

"Symmetrical fed" means that the axis of the feed
coincides with the axis of the paraboloid.We are using this
name to, make a distinction between these antennas and the offset

reflector antennas, as dealt with in par. 3.3 ~

The theory used here, is given by Co,llin and Zucker in /17/.
At the end of this paragraph it will be shown that, because of
the damaging effect of aperture blocking, we had to use an
offset reflector antenna.

par. 3.2.1: Some general considerations

To analyse the system, we divide it into four se
parate regions:
~ the_p.!';hngi.!'Y_ fiell!. re~on:

this contains the feed, which is the source of a primar,y
field p( e ,~). We assume the primary field not to be influen
ced by the presence of the reflector

£ th§. .1'~flectol?-r_e&on:
as a result of the primary field, currents are induced on the
reflector.These currents are assumed to be only on the convex
side of the reflector, which in its turn is assumed to be a
perfect conductor.
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fig-lJ: A symmetrical fed reflector antenna

£ tb~_~p~~~~_~eE~~nl

as aperture we choose the plane through the focus F (see Fig.
3.1).

£. th~ _~~El.TClt!l_ reg~onl

this contains the Fresnel region and the Fraunhofer region,
the last one being of interest to us.

The radiation field of the reflector (which is called the se
condary radiation field) will be calculated with the aperture
method. This method has the advantage of very simple equations.
To use the aperture method, we have to know the aperture field.
This will be calculated in the next paragraph.

par. 3.2.2: Calculation of the aperture fields

To calculate the aperture fields we will use the
geometrical optic approximation, which implies that the dimen
sions of the whole system have to be large compared to the wave
length.
We start with the definition of a primary coordinatesystem
(xP'YP,zp)' which is shovm in Fig. 3.2 ~The spherical coordina
tes (Rp' Bp' eJ:>p) are related to the rectangular coordinates
(xP'YP'zp) in the well-known way_

Another assumption, generally made, is that the reflector is
in the Fraunhofer region of the feed. If the phasecenter of
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I"

"8' a~;YP_._._._._._
c\,,~/ axp, /, /

/ /

,," // Fig 3.2: The p-rimary coordinates
/

/

/
I

Rp = 1 ... cos e;

the feed coincides with the focus ::P, we find from geo~etrical

cptics that the phase of the aperture field will then be uni
form.
The equation for the paraboloid is namely:

2f

(2.49)

surface.

cos</>
P

sineJ>
P

3.1).
treat
a large

(see Fig.
field, we
a part of

where f is the focal length of the paraboloid
To calculate the polarisation of the aperture
each differential element of the reflector as
plane conductor. We then know that:
~ ..........".-.lo
Er = 2(n .~Ei} n - Ei

where: (i) Ei is the incident field,
(ii) Er is the reflected field,
(iii)' n is the normal. on the reflector

This normal n is given by:

n = - cos:( ep/ 2) 8.aP + sine 8 p/ 2) ~e p

Assuming a primary radiation field given by:

ERp = 0

E~ = expC-jkR
p 2 F{ e )

't-'P 2Rp P

Ee = exp(-j!fRpl F( e )
p 2Rp P

we then find for the aperture field:
---" A

Ea = Jll F( epl (1 + cosep> ayp (3.4)
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where J3 = exp(-jk2f) /4f •
lNith equation (3.4) we are now able to calculate the secondary

radiation field, using equation (2.23) •

The secQndary radiation field

Because the aperture field is linearly PQlarised
in one direction and the aperture dimensiQns are large, CQm
pared to the wavelength , the calculatiQn Qf the secondary ra
diation field can he simplified.

Assume a plane aperture, which is in the xy-plane(see Fig. 3.3).
The aperture field is linearly poiarised in the y-direction.

I)IF-,I+---L------------Z

x
Fi9---l.3: Calculation of the secoodary_

field

Substitution of Ea = Eay ay and n= az in (2.23) leads to the
fQllQwing equatiQn for the radiation field:

E _.=j1&.. ~~IL(=jkR) (1 + cos e) (cos4> ~ + sin~~ )'
-4~ R· . ~ ~ e

J Eay exp(jk:R1 .~) dB eM)
SA

Since the aperture dimensiQns are large cQmpared tQ the wave
length, we know that the radiatiQn field is contained allmost
entirely in the region Qf small values of e .This makes the
assumption cose = 1 acceptable tQ us. Substi tutiQn in (3.5)

leads tQ a very simple equatiQn fQr the radiation field •. _
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We then find:

E _ -jk exp(-jkR)
- 2 Jr R •

To which results doe's this lead in our case ?

Because radiation patterns are usually given as a function of

the angle with the forward axis" we define the spherical coor
dinates (R, B _if:>}, , which are related to the rectangalar coor

dinates (x,y,z).. These rectangular coordina~es are shown in

Fig. 3.4.

re flec tor.... ..... .....

.....
...... ........1'- ape

c
...................

'-'-'-'-'-' ._. -", '- F
azp

'"ay

£i.g 3.~: Defini tion of coordinates

.-"' " "(Rs • ay) ay (3.9)

from the origin towards a point on the

The relation between the two coordinatesystems is described by:

x = x , y = -y and z = -z • (3.7)p p p

Combining (3.6)\,' (3. '7) and (3.4) we now find for the secondary

radiation field:

E =J.k. ~1=jkR) B a J (1+ cos e ) F( e ) exp(jkRt .8....) dS
2'11: R Y S P P 1{

A (3.8)
Because the aperture field is given in terms of e and if;. ,

-Jo" P P
we also want to express RIt.~ and dS in terms of these angles.
One can verify that:

-.. rn A)A
R' = \l'ls • ax ax +

-A

where Rs is the vector
reflector surface.
With:

--" 2f
Hs = 1 + cos ep (

1\

cos q; sin e a +- sin f/> sin ep p xp p p

cos Bp 8.zp )

and equation ('3.7) this leads to:
• 2f . 1\

R = 1 + cos e (cos <Ppsin e a -p p x
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We then find:

Rt • ~ = 1 +2;os e
p

(cos <Ppcos ep sin<ppsin<!J )sin Bpsin e •
(3.12)

In~1:rt+1;~::J~t:::~p de
p

d1>p • (3.13)

Assuming cos e= 1 also simplifies the' expressions for the co
polar and crosspolar components of the secondary radiation fields.
Substitution of cos e= 1 in the equations given in appendix B
leads to:

E -"E a }cop - • y

Ecrossp = E • ax
This means that the secondary radiation field of a symmetri-
cal fed reflector antenna with a dual-mode corrugated feed
Cor a Huygen's source) has got no crosspolar component.

par. 3.2.4: On the choice ofec_

In Chapter 1 we have a1ready mentioned the fact
that, when using an aperture field with a phase reversal, we will
be able to find the desired pattern, through an appropriate
choice of the edge illumination(which means e c) •

To illustrate this remark , some radiation patterns have been
calculatea concerning a reflector antenna with a focal length
of 152.5 mm where the feed was A 130~ These patterns are shown
in Fig. 3.5 •
We conclude from Fig. 3.5 that the proper choice forB c in this
case is 39'°.
A smaller value of Bc gives a conventional patternshape (see
the example e c= 30°). With an increasing value of ee the
slope of the mainlobe gets steeper, and a. "dip" on the axis
appears (example ec= 39°). This dip increases with an increa
sing ec ('example ec:= 45°), untill finally:- the mainlobe splits
into three separate lobes (example B =: 60~ • If we allow e

e c
to increase even more, the level of the center lobe will in-
crease, but ec= 90° gives a secondary pattern where the level
of the center lobe is only about 1.5 dB higher than the level
of the first s1delobe.

It should be noted that the only intention of this chapter is
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to prove that a reflector: antenna with a dual-mode feed has a
secondary radiation pattern, similar to the patterr- associated
with the aperture field f(r') = d1(or t )/(6r'). Therefore the
choice of e c was determined by the requirement that the secon
dary radiation pattern should have a dip of 1-3 dB on the axis.
Furthexmore the sidelobe level will not be considered here.
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The same calculations have been made in the case where a feed
was used with an amplitude-ratio ct. of 0.4 ( the feed A 130

had ex = 0.64). The appropriate choice for ec in this case
proved to be ec= 45 0

• This led to the conclusion that the
proper value of ec is depending on the amplitude-ratio Ci.

The only way to find this proper value is a trial-and-error
method.
From calculations for other values of ex we found the following
conclusion:
(i) an increasing ct., which means an increasing sidelobe level

of the primary radiation pattern, gives a decreasing value
of ec •

(i1) an increasing value of ex gives a decreasing value for the
spill-over efficiency~sp' which is defined by:

eIC f27r IE{ e,c:P)1 2 sine de dq;

~sp = e=o <1>=0 (3.15)

e
tr [21t' IE( B , ep ,I 2 sin Bde d<P

o if?=o ~
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where Et e, <P} is the primary radiation field.

Both conclusions are illustrated in Fig. 3.6 where two primary
radiation patterns are given. Pattern ~ is the pattern of a
feed with a=O.64, whereas pattern ~ is of a feed witha=O.40.
In both patt:erns we have shown the proper value of Bc. Calcu
lations gave the following values of 7(sp:

.!! 7( = 72 % ,61'

b" = 88 % •- '(Sp
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£.ig 3.6: On the choice of ec-

Because a low value of the spill-over efficiency will give a
decrease of the gainfunction, we are now able to understand
the second reason far the choice of A 130 ("its low value of
ex ,,) in the foregoing chapter.
In the next paragraph we will investigate the effect of aper
ture blocking on the secondary radiation patterns.

--------

par. 3.2.5: Aperture blockin~

Aperture blocking in reflector antennas is mainly
caused by the feed of the antenna, and should be taken into
account in the calculation of the secondary fields'.'
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A way to describe aperture blocking and to calculate its effect
on the secondary patterns is given in /17/.
It means that we assume the blocking to be caused by a thin
perfect cond~ting plane~ Of course this image is not complete,
because we are neglecting al~ diffraction effects.but as a first
order approximation it is-accepta.ble

We defined a blocking angle ebl (see Fig. 3.7) to calculate the
effect of aperture blocking~

re f lector

B bt-=::::--.:-..:-----t- -- --- - -- - _,blOCked part of
- - ... - - ___ ape rt ureL..:rr _____. ._..=.11_.\._. _.- _._. _. _._

B ..../. F
C ...........-

....

£!.g-ll: Def inition of the blocking~g~

The secondary radiation field is then given b~:

. [a c [2Jr
E = B' 2k. e~jkR) a (1+cos e ) Fe e )

2Jr RYe =13 cP. =0 P P
P bl p ->0

exp(jkRr.~) dS (3.16)
whereR'.~ and dS are given b7 (3.12) resp. (3.13) •
When using equation (3.16) we are ne~ecting the aperture blo
cking, caused by the feed support struts also.
The aperture blocking was found to have a desastrous effect on
the sidelobe level of the secondary pattern. One example is
shown in Fig. 3.8 , where two secondary patterns are shown.
In the pattern of Fig. 3.8a the aperture blocking was not ta
ken into account, in contrary to the pattern of Fig. 3.8b \/I'here
the aperture block~g was taken into account~

Both patterns were computed with:
{i} f= 152.5 rom ,
(ii ) Ct:: o. 64 ,

(iii) ec= 3(5:°. °
The blocking angle was 10.5 •

This desastrous influence c.f aperture blc:cking can be under.=- _
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stood if we consider the primary radiat~on pattern of Fig.
3.6a , from which we find that a blocking angle of 10.5 means
that a large part of the "main lobe energytt is blocked, while
no "side lobe energytt is blocked'.
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£.ig 3.8 : The

The conclusion of this theoretical investigation therefore is:
symmetrical fed reflector antennas are not suited for our pur
pose. We have to use offset reflector antennas~

par. 3.3 Offset reflector antennas

Offset reflector antennas are reflector antennas
in which the axis of the feed and the parabo~oid do not coin
cide.
The calculation of the secondary radiation field is a bit more
complicated than for a symmetrical fed reflector antenna, but
is based on the same assumptions and approximations.
Disadvantages of offset reflector antennas are:
(i) a rotatio,nal symmetric primary radiation field will not

give a rotational symmetric secondary radiation field.
but the difference between the pat~erns in two orthogo-
nal. planes usually is small.l _
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(ii) if the feed is a HUygen's source, the secondary radiation
field will have a crosspoJ.ar component.

Both disadvantages are characteristic for offset reflector an
tennas • which however are often used in order to avoid apertu
re blocking~

----~~

par. 3.3.1: Geomet~ of an offset refiector antenna

The geometry of an offset refiector antenna is des
cribed by Cook, Elam and Zucker in /18/.

Fig 3.9_': Cross-section of an
off set

reflector antenna
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We start with the definition of two coordinatesystems (see
Fig. 3.9) :
~ the primary coordinates (~"YP,zp) to which the spherical

coordinates (Rp' ep' 4)p) are related. The Zp-axiS coincides
with the feed axis. The primary radiation field will be given
in these coordinates.

~ the secondary coordinates (xs'ys'zs) to which the spherical
coordinates (Rs ' e s • q)s) are related. The zs-axis coincides
with the parabo10id axis. The angle be~een ~ and a is
the offset angle e . zp ZS

o
The relation between the ~o coordinatesystems is describ'ed
by:

x =oos,e x s' ep 0 S - ~n 0 Zs

Yp = Ts (3.17)
zp = sin eo xs + cos e",~.,._L ------'
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(3.18)

and
Rs :: Rp

cos Bs = -sin epces cf:>psin eo + cos eocos Bp

sin 8 sSin CPs = sin BpS1n: <t>p

sin escoa(j)s = sin epcos¢>pcos eo + sin Bocos e p'

Using e~ation (3.18) we are able to describe the reflector
surface in terms of the primary cooFdinates. The equation is:

R - 2i.p - 11:

where t = 1 + cos es = 1

(3.19a)

sin epsin eoCOS cj:>p •
(3.19b)

The projection of points on the reflector surface onto the

x ,~-p1ane is given by:s s
x = 2f ( cos 80sin epces <t>p + sin Bocos Bpl..

s t

find that the projections of
surface with cones ep= ec '
given by:

inter
onto

(3.22a),where : {i) Xc = cos eo + cos ec

By using eq~tion (3.20) we
sections , of the reflector
the xs 'Ys-p1ane are circles

(x _ x )2 + y2 = (D/2}2
s c s

2f Sineo

,4! sin ec
(i1) D = cose

o
+ cosec (3.22b)

This means that. the aperture of an offset reflector is circular
However, in contrary to symmetrical fed reflector antennas, the
circles of constant ampli.tude in the aperture are not concen
tric. This follows from equation (3.22a) and is illustrated in
Fig. 3.10 where some of these circles are shown.

Finally we define the coordinates (x~y,z) in which the seconda
ry radiation field wi1l be expressed (see Fig. 3.9).
The origin of this coordinatesystem is the centre of the ape~

ture. The re1ation between these coordinates and the secondary
coordinates is described by:

x=x -x y 'WI" d
s c' =- ~s an z ~ - Zs • (3.23)
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£19 3.10 : Projections
onto the
.lCs'Ys_p-la ne

(2.49)

In the next paragraph we will calculate the aperture fields.

par. 3.3.2: Calculation of the aperture fields

The aperture fields are also found by using the
- ~"I\-"equation: Er = 2(Ei • n) n - Ei (3.2)

Assuming a primary radiation field given by:

~p::: 0

E = exp(-jkRpLF ( 8 ) cos rj)p
(/;1' 2Rp l'

Ee = exp{-j!!!pl. Fe e ) sin4Jp'
l' 2R P

l'
we now find that, the aperture field i8/19/ :

- e).... '"Ea = B F( P (N axs + Mays')

where: (i) N = sin e sin <P sin e -
l' l' 0

sin<ppcosq>p(1- cos e
1'

)(1- cos eo)' (3.25)

(ii) M = sin e sin e cos ct> - cos2<:/J (1+ cos e cos e )
pop l' l' 0

- sin
2
4>p( cos 81' + oos eo) , (3.26)

(iii) B = e,xp!fjk2f) •
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One can easily verify that substitution of e 0=.0 in (3.24)
(3.26) leads to equation (3.4) which was derived for symmetri
cal fed reflector antennas.
Furthermore we find that N2 + ~ = t 2 , which means that the
amplitude of the aperture field is the same as for a symmetrical
fed reflector antenna. The only difference is the polarisation
of the aperture field which has been rotated over an angle
arctan CN/M) •

Chu and Turrin also prove in /19/ that a primary radiation field
with a principal polarisation in the x-direction, which means:

~p = 0

E.,,:,p = - exp(-j~L F( e ) sin<p
~ 2Rp p P

E = expC-jkRpl F' e ) cos~
Gp 2Rl) \ P 'rip

gtves an aperture field:

~ = B' F ( ep> ( M B.xs - Nays)

where N and M are given by (3.25) resp (3.26) •

The conclusions of this paragraph are:
(i J the aperture field o>f an offset reflector antenna has got

an Ys- and a small xs-component, provided that the prin
cipal polarisation of the primary field is in the Yp-direc
tion. The xs-component will give rise to a cro,sspolar com
ponent of the secondary radiation field.

(ii) rotation of the feed over 90° around its axis also gives
a rotation of the aperture field around the zs-axis.

--_._---

par. 3.3.3: Seconda~ radiation fields

To calculate the secondary radiation field we can
use equation (2.23J, but in par. 3.2.3 we have already discus
sed the validity of the assumption cos e= 1.
Using this assumptions we now find:

~ the copolar component of the secondary radiation field is:

~ Ok f
Ecop = E • ay = 2~R exp(-jkR) B S M F{ Bp ) exp(jkB> .~) <is

A (3.29 a)

Q the crosspolar component of the secondary radiation field
is :
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~ "E = E • a =crosspol x

B f N F( e ) exp(jkR' .~) <IS
S P

A C3.29b)
Analogously to symmetrical. fed reflector anteIUla8 , we want to

(3.30a)

Xc by (3.22a) •

express R'.~ and dS in terms of the angles Bp
~ ...

ForR'.~ we now find:

"R'.~ = sin B fOS<t'>(xs - Xc) - sin<Py~

where Xs and y s a.re given by (3.20) '; and
In /18, p.277/ it is proved that:

( 2f)2d.S = t sin Bp d Bpd 4Jp ,

where t is given by (3.19b} •

(3.30b)

If the principal polarisation. of the primary field is in the
x-direction we find for the secondary radiation field:

Eco ="i.ax =2~R exp(-jkR) R JM F( ep) exp(jkR' .~) dS ,
P SA (3.31 a)

-.,) '" -jk ( -'" '"
E 1= E • a 2JrR exp(-jkR) :8' J N F( e ) exp(jkR' .~"dS •

crosspo y SA P (3.31b)

Hecause' radiation patterns are usual~y measured in two orthogo
nal planes, we now define two p:I.anes. They are:
:! "plane o;f symmetry"', which is the plane y = 0 ,
11 "plane of asymmetry", which is the plane x = O.

We notice that this definition is independent of the direction
of the principal polarisation, and can. be used for both prin
cipal polarisations.

By a comparison of (3.29a) and (3.!1a) we find that they only
differ in the sign. This means that the copolar radiation patterns
will be independen"t of the principal. po:I.arisation of the prima
ry radiation field. By a comparison of (3.29b) and (3.31b) we'
find that-. the cro,sspolar patterns are also independent o,f the
principal po~ariBation.

If the primary field is ro:tatio:nal symmetric • the secondary
radiation field wil1 not be rotational symmetric. This can easi
lyr be understood if we consider the circles of constant amp11-
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tude in the aperture, which are not concentric; see Fig. '3.10.

Because of the geometrical symmetry the radiation j;)atterns in
the plane of as]lIDDletryr will· be symmetric to; the axis,. if the
primary radiation field is rotational. symmetric. By using the
equations (3.29a) and C3.29b): we' find that the radiation patt.erns
in the plane of symmetry wi1.l also be symmetric to the axis,

because we find that Ecop(e, 0) resp,. Ecrosspol.(e, 0) is
the comp1.e::x: conjugate of Eeop ( e, 1r) resp Ecrosspol ( e , 1r ).

In this derivation we have used the property that Fe Bp ) is a

real function.

BY' an investigation o'f the cro.sspo~arisation component of the
aperture field, ~ FC ep > N • we find that the crosspo,lar 'field
in the plane of symmetry will be zero, because this crosspola
risation component is anti.-symmetrlc to the xp-a.xi.s~

We also find that in this special case, where the aperture fields
ha.ve got a phase reversal, the crosspolar field will not have
its maximum in the plane of asy.mme"try. Measurement in a plane
y = c , where· c is arbitra:I'T but not zero. will give a pattern
with a dip· on the axis, , as follows from Fig. '3.11 where we
have sketched the sign of both the compo,nents of the aperture
field.
This sketch also indicates that the crosspolar field wil1 be
zero in the p::n.ane of symmetry (y = O)~

r
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y:c y.. O
'I I

I I
I I
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Calculations showed that the difference betw'een the copolar
secondary radiation patterns of a symmetrical fed reflector
antenna and an offset reflector antenna was small" provided

that:
(i) the angle ec was the same,
(ii) the apertttrediBmeter was e~ual.

This means that the cho:lce of the angle ec does not have to

be discussed again.
----...,---

par. 3.3.4: Experimental verification

We have done measurements in two cases i.e.:
a "partly offset w: e0= 28° and 8 c= 42

0
• flle name part1.y offse"t,

denotes that there still was s,ome aperture blocking.By a
consideration of Fig. 2.15a we find that an offset angle

o .
of 28 means that a pari of the mainlobe and the' first si-
delobe of the primary patt.ern is blocked.
The results are shown in Fig. 3.12 on page 57,58 and 59.
The agreement between the measured and computed patterns
is not as goord as we expected. The' reason is probably the
aperture blocking, which has not been taken into accoun~

in the calculations. A justification for this assumption
is found in the following properties:
(i) with a principal polarisation in the y-direction

(Fig. 3.12a) we find that the agreement is worse in the
plane of symmetry. The feed support strot,which causes
part of the blocking, was in this plane~

(ii) with a principal polarisation in the x-direction(Fig.
3.12c) we find that the agreement in both planes beco
mes worse. The reaso,n for this worse agreement is the
fact that the blocking, caused by a feed support strut,
enhances if the, polarisation of the primary field is
parallel to the strut.

b "completely offset" which meant: 8 = 50° and e =39
0

•
- 0 c

The name completely offsei;· denotes that there is no aperture
blocking (eo>8c +ebl ; for the definition of eM see Fig.

3.7) •
The results are shown in Fig. 3.13 on p~e 60,61,62 and 63.
We find that the agreement between measured and computed
patterns is good and that the patterns are allmost independent
of the direction of the principal polarisai;ion.
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The cross,polarisation level in the plane of symmetry was always

below -30 dB.
We have also compo;sed some contourplo,ts (see Fig. 3 .12b, 3.1 '3b

and 3.13d). TheY'" show that:
(i) the copolar radiation patterns are nearly rotational sym-

metric,
the mainlobe of the copo,lar patt;ern has a steep slope,

the properties of the crosspalar field are in agreement
with the theorT~'

Furthermore we have measured the value of the gainfunction on
the axis. These measurements were done with a principal polari
sation in the y-direction. We found:
(i) in case.!. a value of 25.2 dB' •
(ii) in cas~ ~ a value of 25~5 dB.

From measurements at other frequencies, which are not shown here t

we found a bandwidth of ± 700 MHz. Th1.s bandwidth was also found
in Chapter 2.

par. 3.4: Summary

It has been pro,ved that, provided the edge illumina
tion is chosen properly, a. reflector antenna with a dual-mode
corrugated feed has a shaped radiation pattern.
It has also been pro'ved that we have to use an offset reflector
antenna, where complete17 offset is to be preferred.
The main disadvantage of offset reflector antennas is the cross
polarisation whi.ch will not be zero, but has a maximum level
of about -20 dB.

-----------------------
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I~ DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

par. 4.1: Introduction

In this chapter we will give a discussion of the
suitablity of a dual-mode corrugated feed for a shaped beam
antenna.
In the examples we will always assume that ka = 7.948 for the
:i:eed, but most conclusions are also valid for other values of
ka. The symbol D will always denote the aperturediameter of
the reflector antenna, and G denotes the gain of the ideal pat
tern, which can be found using equation (1.3)' •

We will start with the determination of the optimum parameters'
ex, e and DIA, and usa· give a possible way to realize thec
optimum ex in practice. This ~optimum pattern" will then be in-
vestigated, which means that we discuss sidelabe level, cross
polarisation and compare it with some other patterns a.o. the
pattern associated with f('r')' = d1(6r")/C6r t ), as shown in
par. 1~'2 '~'

o
The suitabli.ty for area-coverage where ew>5 will also be
discussed"'~

The chapter finally ends with conclusions and a possible way
to create beams with an elliptical cross-section.

--------

par. 4.2: On the op.timum choice of parameters

There are three parameters which can be varied to
give a certain secondary patuern. This pattern itself has got
two important properties: patternshape and -width.
In antenna-engineering it is generally known that a change of
D/A onJ.y results in a changing patternwidth. The following
conclusion therefore is logical:
(i) the patternshape is being determined by' the combination

of ex and Bc '
(i1) the patternwidth is being determined by D/A •

For any vaJ.ue of ex we' can find a value of e which gives a
c

secondary pattern with a dip on the axis, as was indicated in
par. 3.2.4 • In Chapter 1 we have allready proved that these
patterns will have a higher value of G

min
than conventional

patterns wi th maximum on axLs.
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The question which is left unanswered therefore is: ·what is the

optimum value of a"?
We have also mentioned in par. '3.2.4: "an increasing value of
a,which means an increasing sidelobe level of the primary ra
diation pattern, gives a decreasing value of ec but also a

decrease o'f the spill-over efficencT 71 sp" ~

As a low value of the spill-over efficiency- gives a decrease
of tF11& gainfunction it is obvious that a low value of a. r or a
low sidelobe level of the primary pattern~ is to be preferred.
There is a second reason for this conclusion.Calculatio·ns sho
wed that' a decreasing vallie of a gives a decrease .of tb.e side
lobe level of tb.e secondary pa:ttern.
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Both properties are illustrated in Fig. 4.1 and Table 2, which
have been computed for a symmetrical fed reflector antenna. wit
hout aperture blocking. In practice we have to use an offset
reflector antenna but the secondary radiation patterns will,
not change much ~ compared to the symmetrical fed reflector an

tenna, provided that D/A, is kept constant. If D/A , ec and e 0

are known we can find the fo'caJ. length of the parabolo'id using
equation (3.22b) ~

,.--- e ,idegr)Ct. ecCdegr) Gmin (dB) G (dB}

0.64 39 4.26 23.9 28.5
D/ A= 20 0.40 45 4.69 24.3 28.1

0.20 54- 4.76 24.3 27.6

0.64 39 2.13 29.9 34.6

I
D/ A= 40 0.40 45 2.23 30.4 34.2

0.20 54 2.28 30.3 33.6

Ct. Ti ap, (%) Ti c (~)

0.64 71.93 56.8
D/ A= 20 0.40 87.38 70.1

0.20 96.72 76.8

0.64 71.93 56.3
D/ A= 40 0.40 87.38 69.1

0.20 96.72 77~0

table 2

The Tic' given in Table 2, dena.tes the "'coverage efficiencytt
which is defined by:

e 2;r
1'1

c
= t Z(;l eG' se 10 lEe e. <p >/2 sine de d<P •

P t

where Pt is the total input power of the feed and E{ e,q» is
the secondary radiation field'.

From Fig. 4.1 and Table 2' we find that Ct.= 0.20 and e = 54° is
c

the best combinati.on of the three, al.sO' with regards to Tl c •
Therefore we have calculated the secondary radiation patterns

of an offset reflector antenna with e = 36
0

• e = 54°"Ct.= 0.20o c
and D/A= 20. The results are shown in Fig. 4.2 where the dotted
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line gives the pat~er.n of the oorresponding symmetrical fed

reflector antenna.
In the twc following paragraphs we· will denote the pattern
from Fig. 4.2' as the 'toptimum pattern". Furthermore we will
assume that for this optimum pattern ew= 4.8

0
which is some

kind of average va1.Ule because· we fOmld:
e . °(i} in the plane of symmetry w= 4.77 ,

(ii) in the plane of aaymmetr:r Bw= 4.82°.
For G. we found 24.2 dB~ which is a bi1t lower than in the sym

Inn.
metrical case Ce however is a bit larger).w
The influence of the aperture blocking has been neglected in

° 0these computations, whereas e0= 36 and ec- 54 means that
there will still be some aperture blocking. However, the in
fluence of this blocking is expected to be small, because the
amount of blocked energy- is; negligible'.' An experimental veri
fication of this assumption is requi.red~·

It should be noted tha~ a lower value of a will probably give
even better results, but a lower value of a will also mean a
higher value of ec. This higher value of ec leads to a decrea
sing offset angle e (e and e have to satisfy the condition° 0 c 0e + e (90 ) " and therefore an increasing aperture blocking.c 0

The feeds we have experimentally ~vestigated all had an ampli
tude ratio a which was larger than 0.6 • If we want to create
smaJ.1er amplitude ratio's awe will probably have to decrease
the step discontinuity )/a (see Fig. 2.10) • However, the ra
dius b of the smooth waveguide is limited by the cut-off fre~

quency c,f tl're TM11-mode, which means that kb ~ 3.832.
Therefore we will probably have to use a HE11-mode as incident
wave (see Fig. 4.3) , because the limiting condition for b then
becomes kb, 5. 331'~'
An experimental investigation is also reqUired here to answer
the question whether or not a junction between the two corruga
ted waveguides, similar to the junctions of A 129 and A 130,
will give a smaller amplitude ratio [) than a smooth junction

as sketched in Fig. 4.3 •
Some calculations have been performed concerning a junction
of the type as shown in Fig. 4.3 • We have used the first-order
solution as developed in Chapter 2. These calculations gave
an amplitude ratio a in the order of 0.10 and an amplitude ra
tio [) which was in the same order' when kb was 3.9.
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_._._._-_.-._-_._._. -'-'-' _._._.-. _.-

.E..i..-9~: A feed with a tow amp-litude-ratio Cf.

----------
par. 4.3 : Sidelobe level and crQsspolarisation

In Chapter 1 we have already mentioned and shown

the sidelobe envelope as propesed by CCIR. The equation for

this envelope is:

- J (B/ 9,,)2 for Bw ~B ~ 3.16B"

- 30 for 3.16ew~e ~ 7.32 e w

-[17.5 + 25 10l0g{e/2ew~ for 7.32ew~e

It shouJ.d be noted that ccrn also gives an envelope for the
copolar radiation patt:ern witMn the cone 2 ew J; but this en
velope is such that; th.e maximum is on the axis. and therefore
our optimum pattern will not satisf,r this envelope.
HoweveJr, there is no need to satis:fyr the CCIR envelope within
the cone 2 Bw • In Chapter 1 we have already' stated the condi
tion of a maximum power variation of 3 dB wi.thin the cone 2 BWI

and introduced Gmin, which should be as high as possible. We
have aJ.SQ) shown that the pattern associated with fer' )=J1(6r')/
(6r') , which has a maximum of:! axis, has got a higher G .ml.n
than conventional patterns with the maximum on axis.

We found that the o.ptimmn pat'tern satisfies the ccrn envelope
ou.tside the cone 2 ew (see Fig. 4.4) • In Fig. 4.4 we have on

ly shovm the radiation pattern in the plane of symmetry, be-
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cause this pattern has got the worse slope of the mainlobe.
This slope determines the sidelobe envelope, which can be a
chieved, completely because all sidelobes themselves are below

- 30 dB.
In Fig. 4.4 we have also sketched another envelope given by :

3 - 6 (e lew) 2' for

- 30 for

- ~7.5 + 25 1010g(e/2ew~

e w ~ e .( 2'.3Jew

2.33 e w{ e l 7.32ew

for 7.32 ewf e

We find that the optimum pattern satisfies this envelope, which
means a big improvement compared to: the COIR envelope.
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An important point in these envelopes is the point where the
envelope reaches the level o'f -30 dB, because in communication
engineering one consideree in general -30 dB protection suffi
cient to avoid interference. From (4.2} and (4.3} we find that
the CCIR envelope reaches -30 dB at e I e =3.16, while the

w
other envelope reaches 'this level at e Ie =2.33, which meansw
an improvement o·f 27' ~.

It should be noted that the optimum pattern of a symmetrical
fed reflector antenna already- reaches' -'30 dB at e Iew= 2 '.'
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CCIR also proposes in /6/ an envelope for the crosspolarisation,
where the maximum level is -33 dB. However CCIR assumes cir
cularly polarised fields, whereas we are dealing with linear
ly polarised fields. The crosspolarisation in our case is main
ly due to the use of an offset reflector antenna.An important
property of offset reflector antennas is that a circularly po
larised primary field without crosspolarisation will give a
circularly polarised secondary field which also has got no
crosspolariaation.'

The conclusion of this paragraph therefore is:
outside the cone 2. 9 w the optimum pat"tern satisfie's an envelope
which is better than the envelope, as: proposed by CeIR. The cross
polar pattern has got a high level, but this high level is cau
sed "by the combination c,f linearly polarised fields and an off
set reflector antenna. When dealing with circularly polarised
fields the crosspolarisation level will decrease considerably.

---...------

par. 4.4 : A comparison with some other p'atterns

In this paragraph we will compare the optimum patt"ern
wi th some other patterns. The criteria we will be using are
~min ~ sidelobe level and aperturedimensions.

---...- ......

par. 4.4.1 : Conventional patterns

In par. 1.2 we have mentioned some of these con
ventional patterns and their co.rresponding aperture fields.
Wi th ew== 4.8

0
we are able to compute D/i\. and Groin for these

patt-erns ~ The results are shown in Table 3 where we have also
given the position of the first zero of the radiation pattern
(wfirst zero-) and the level of the first sidelobe (-sidelobe");

Gm;?I CdB) D/i\. First zero (degr} SidelobeCdB)

fer') = 1 22 .."1 6.2 11.3 -17.6
fer' Y == C1_r,2} 23.4 7.7 12~2 -24.6
f(r') = (1_r·,2)4 23.3 10.9 14.8 -30.6

9.9 en -29.9 (1 )'
optimum pat'tern 24.2 20

10.5 -34 (2)

Table'
(1). in the plane of aymmej;ry. __ _
(2) in the plane of asymmetry. (3) thilll i~ .,.,,.+ ,. --_ ..
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From Table 3 we find that the optimum pattern has a higher G .
m~n

as well as a better sidelobe envelope. The only disadvantage
is the large aperturediameter but this has already been dicus
sed in Chapter 1.

par. 4.4.2: Pattern associated with fer")= J 1(6r' }/C6r')

This radiation pattern has also been discussed in
Chapter 1. We found that it had a value of Groin which was only
2 dB below the gain of the corr~sponding ideal pattern, and
required an aperturediameterwhich was about twice the aperture
diameter requi.red by the pattern, assoc1.ated with fer' )=(1_r,,2)4.
From Table 2 and 3 we find that the optimum pattern requires
the same aperturediameter, but has a Gmin which is :3 dB' below
the gain of the ideal pattern.
The radiation pattern, associated with fer')=J1(6r t )/(6r'),
also satisfies the envelope,given by equation (4.3) , as is shown
in Fig. 4.5 •
Therefore this pattern is better than our optimum pattern.
However: the aperture field fer' )=J1(6r' )/(6r') is a theoreti
cal field, and has not been realized in practice, whereas our
optimum pattern can be realized in practice.

£ig ~.5 . Sidelobe-level of the
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The same remark can be made about the aperture field and radi
ation pattern, as given by Waineo in /21/; see Fig.. 4.6.
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The radiation pattern from Fig. 4.6b is much better than our
optimum pattern, but there is no guarantee that this pattern
can be realized in practice. Furthermore we would again need
a larger aperture as follows from Table 4 •

D/A
ew(degr) ~optimum pattern- "Waineo"

4.8 20 25.5
2.4 40 50.8
1.6 60 76.2

Table 4

par. 4.5 Earth-coverage and large angles e
w

Hitherto all our examples concerned patterns with
ew (5°, but one can eaSily verify that a larger value of e w

cannot be achieved with a dual-mo,de corrugated feed.
To: create patterns with ew>5° we would need small aperture
Sizes, and consequentlr a paraboloid with a small focal length.
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We have however assumed that the reflector is in the Fraunho
fer region of the feed, which implies that there is a minimum

value for the focal length.
The relation between the focal length and the aperturediameter
(equation (3.22b) ) also containS e . To create patterns with

o cew >5 we would therefore require 8; smaller value of e 0'.

There are onlyr two possible ways to achieve this:
(i) the use of a feed with a larger diameter (this gives a pat

tern with a smaller width)l, but the radius a has to satis
fyrka.$'8.53 (see par. 2.2.5) ,

(ii} the use of a feed with a larger amplitude ratiaa • but
then the radiation characteristics of the reflector antenna
become worse (see Fig. 4.1 and Table 2)" and the advanta
ges compared to conventional patuerns get lost.

It should also be noted that for patterns with ew> 5° , the
ideal pattern is no longer a unifirm one within the cone 2 ew'
because the differential space attenuation and the atmospheric
loss-function (see par~ 1.1) may not be neglected anymore.

par. 4.6 Conclusions

It has been indicated that the r~diation performan
ce of a reflector antenna with a. dual-mo-de c,orrugated feed ,
improves as the sidelobe level of the primary radiation patt-em
decreases.
Together with a decreasing sidelobe level one requires an in
creasing angle ec' which means that the influence of the aper
ture blocking will become stronger untill it finally cannot be
neglected anymore.A further' experimental investigation is needed
to answer the question for the minimumsidelobeleve~ and conse
quently the maximum angle e, which can be applied.c
The optimum pattern, as defined and shown in this chapter,
most probably can be realized in practice. This pattern was
found to be better suited fo~ area-coverage than conventional
patterns. TheoreticallY' it is not the best po,ssible approximation
to the ideal pattern , but it has the advantage that it can be
realized in practice.

The only disadvantage is that a dual-mode corrugated feed cannot
be used for area-coverage when ew>5° ,. but in most cases the
areas,o to be illuminated, will satis-f;V the condition
ew (5 •
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If we compare the dual-mo:de corrugated feed with a corrugated
caaxiaJ. waveguide radiatoir (see par. 1.:n, we find that its most

important advantage is that the dual-mode feed can be COnstruLc

~ed very simply.

A further experimental investigatio,n of reflector antennas with
a dual-mode corrugated feed therefore seems to be very usefull
as well as the investigation of ways to create elliptical beams~

using the dual-mode feed. One of these ways is shown in the
next paragraph.

-----
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Appendix A: Radiation fields of hybrid modes:

(A.3)

dcp = 7rCO'SCP[JO{X)-J2(x~

(A.2)

e·xp(j:x: cos(q> -lp» dlp =-1r' coap[JO(X)+J2(x~

B,y substitution of (2.6) in (2.26) we find:

Ep = 4~R exp(-jkR) 2J j [(E&IJI (\,r)cose -ZQBar(kor») coslJI
cp=o r=O

cos(q;- cp) -~ar(kcr)coae+ ZoHalp (kor») Sinlpsin(cj:> -c.p >]
exp(jkr sine cos (eJ> - cp»r dr dlp (A. 1)

Together with the integraJ.s:
2][
j cos <p cos( <P - c.p) exp( jx cos(ep -lp )}

lp=£)rsinlJl sin(.p -IJI )
cp=o
~~d substitution of (2.16) this leads to:

EcP = i~ a 2 A k c cos ep exp(-jkR)

1r [( ,. +~) (1 + cos e )lJo(kcar t )Jo(vr t ) 

rt~

(1 -~)(1 - cose }J2(kcar'}J2(vr'~r' dr'

where r'= ria and v = ka sine.
Together with the well-known integral:

{
1 ~[aJ (bx}Jn.(ax) - bJn(ax)J' (bx)J

x In(ax) In(bx) dx = n 2 2 n +0 (A.4)
~ b - a

which is only valid if a ~ b, equation (A.3) leads to (2.27)
and (2.28).

At various places in this derivation, we have used the recurren
ce relations for Besselfunctions.

---------
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Appendix B : Crosspolarlsatio:n

In this appendix we will explain the reason for
the choice of the third definitian given by LUdwig.
The IEEE-definition of crosspalarisation 1s: -the polarisation
orthogonal to a reference polarisation". However, the definition
for this reference polarisation is not given, and therefore
the IEEE-definition, which looks that simpI.e, is a very vague
definition.
Another very simple criterion to test whether a radiation field
E has got a crosspGlar componen~ is the following:
Replace in the equatioml for E the angle <p by 4> _900

, which
means a rotation of the aperture fields over 900 around the
z-axis. In this way we find a second radiation field denoted.... ....
~~E90. If the radiation fields E and EgO_are orthogonal, or
E.EgO=O' the crossp<?lar component is zeTO.,.

If the radiation field of an antenna satisfies the above mentio
ned conditionp we are able to detect the ~diation fields of
two orthogonal aperture fields without any interference, becau
se the respective radiation fields will also be orthogonal.
This criterion can-be applied for- cJ.rOU1arl~-as well-as linear-
ly polarised fields, whereas LUdwig restricts his definitiona
to· linealy poJ.arised fields'~l

We will now return to the radiation fields of the hybrid modes.
According to the above mentioned criterion. both types of modes
have got a radiation field without crosspolarisation, as shown
below:
~ for the HE1m-modes we found

E = A j~: exp(-jkR) f( e) ( cosfj>a¢ + sin¢a
e

) ,

and therefore:

Ego= A j~~ exp(-jkR) feB) ( sinq,Sqi- cos</>ae ).
-.. .....

This leads veT,T simple to: E • EgO = 0 •
b for the EH1m-modes we found:

.... . ok
E = A J2~ exp(-jkR) g( e) ( cos<!>a<j) - sinq,ae) ,

and therefore:

EgO= A j~~ exp(-jkR) g( e) ( Sin<:P&q, + cosep~e ) •
.... --This also leads to: E • EgO = 0 •

(b.1)

(b.4)
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It should be noted that (b.3) and (b.6} are a direct consequen
ce of the fact that IE' I is independent ofep~

From the above mentioned it follows that we have got two possi
ble reference polarisations, namely:

P1 = cos<Pa<jJ+ sin(j)8.e (b.7)
and

h m A • ~ 1\ (b 8)
P2 = cos";/:/ a(j> - 1\ s~n':t'as • •

We have choosen P1 because of two reasons. They are:
~ the definition should be such that when a source without

crosspolarisation ~s used in a symmetrical fed reflector an
tenna,the secondar,y radiation field also has got no crosspo
lar component.Therefore we have calculated and compared the
aperture fields caused by a source, with a radiation field
given by equation (b.7) resp (b.8)~ The resultant field lines
are sketched in Fig. b.1 •

" .... i";-..

// 1'1'
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\ I)
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"" yV
.......- I l---

a e~ uat Ion ( b. 7)

LLg b.1

The aperture field, as sketched in Fig. b.1a, is the aperture
field we preferre, also because of the fact that it gives a
high polarisation efficiency, if the antenna is used in the
receiving situation.

12. the function g(e) from equation (b.4) has got the property
that g(O) = 0, whereas the function f(e) from equation (b.1)
has got a maximum for e= O. This reason is only valid in the
special case, we are dealing with.

According to the IEEE-definition, we also need a vector ortho-
"-

gonal to P1' which is given by: q = sincp~ - cosq,ae~._(_b_.9_) _
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With (b.7) and (b.9) we now find:
~ for the HE1m-modes:

(- A) jka (.) (B}Bcop= E. P1 = A 2R exp -jkR f ,
..... A

Ecrosspol= (E • q) = 0 •

h for the EH"1m-modes:

Ecop= (E • 1>1) = A j~~ exp(-jkR) g( e) cos (24)) ,

Ecrossp= (E • q) = A J£t exp(-jk:R) g(e) sin(2<p).

(b.10)

This de~inition proves to be exactly the same as the third de
finition given by Ludwig~

We are now able to understand this third de~inition, which was
a bit vague because LUdwig tied it to the way in which crosspo
larisation is usually measured. Apparently he chooses as the
reference polarisation, the polarisation o~ the radiation field
of a Huygen's source, or a HE1m-mode, which are identical.
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